The ACTIV8
Compensation Plan
ARIIX ACTIV8 is the
industry’s first
multiline compensation
plan—that’s what
makes it so unique.

With ARIIX’s ACTIV8 Compensation Plan,
you can unleash your Strong Finances,
as well as your full potential.

The network marketing industry generally uses three types of commission structures:
Unilevel

Binary

Matrix

Gives a person the ability to
build and earn on infinite width.

Gives a person the ability to
build and earn on infinite depth.

Restricts a person from building
and earning on width and depth.

The
ARIIX
Multiline

UNLIMITED WIDTH–UNLIMITED DEPTH

UNLIMITED
INCOME

Dr. Fred Cooper has unlocked the
secret that allows a person to earn
and build with unlimited width and
depth, thus providing the ability to
unleash your Strong Finances
infinitely.

50%
PAYOUT

AutoBalancing

With the patent-pending auto-balancing
algorithm, we ensure that every point generated
by you and your customers is placed perfectly
and automatically so that your profitability is
maximized to its fullest.

Cost of Living
Increase

Many companies claim to
compensate at a 50% payout.
ACTIV8 is truly the only
compensation plan known in the
industry that actually pays out $.50
on every dollar, making it the
highest paying commission
structure available.

Power
Re-Entry

PAY LINE 1

Never worry about how or where your personal
points or customer’s points are placed within
your organisation in order to maximise
your profits.

PAY LINE 2

PERSONAL
SALES

$$$
$$

$$ $$$

We understand the principles of inflation and
cost of living increases. In order to accommodate
and account for these, we have introduced the
cost of living increase algorithm.
As the years go by and based upon where you
live, your commissions will increase accordingly,
therefore keeping you inflation and cost of living
proof.

Imagine being able to enrol under
one person in an organisation and
then again in a completely separate
team. With the patent-pending Power
Re-Entry, you can do just that. This
gives you the ability to work and
promote cross-line support with
everyone being rewarded financially.
Welcome to true team building where
everyone wins!

How do I
1 Launch Your Business
maximize the
ARIIX ACTIV8
2
Reach
Your
Business
Level
Compensation
Business
Level
Sales
Points
Plan?
200 PV

100 PV

Sell, use, or purchase
150 PV to activate
your income position.

Sell, use, or purchase
75 PV every 4
weeks to keep your
income position
commission eligible.

200

once 100

every 4
weeks

Achieve your Business Level based on your
accumulative sales within your first four weeks.
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Ultimate

1,500

Elite

1,000

Business

500

Member

200

Each Business Level unlocks a host
of invaluable Business Enhancements
available for the lifetime of
your business.

Includes all product sold (retail or
personal). The more sales made in
your first four weeks, the higher your
Business Level.

Go for
the Gold

When you enrol four new ARIIX
Representatives within your first
eight weeks who have activated
their income positions, you
unlock exclusive, lifetime
gold member benefits.

PRODUCT SOLD
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Team Lead
Bonus

BUSINESS LEVELS

Earn a percentage from
customer and member
sales in their first 4 weeks.
The more you sell,
the more you earn.
The higher your business level,
the greater your Team Lead Bonus.
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Base
Commission

Earn 15% of base
commissionable volume
on all pay lines
Example
Pay line 1 has 500 PV.
15% of 500 PV = $75
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Member

Business

Elite

Ultimate

0—499 PV

15%

20%

25%

30%

500—999 PV

20%

20%

25%

30%

1,000—1,499 PV

25%

25%

25%

30%

1,500 PV

30%

30%

30%

30%

Pay Line #1

500 PV

15%=$75

All volume pays, but
some pays in team lead
bonus and some pays
in base commissions.

Commission

Income Position GET A PIECE OF THE
Bonus
GLOBAL MARKET
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Pay Line
Bonus

2% of worldwide sales volume
is placed in a pool.

1% of worldwide sales volume
is placed in a pool.

Earn shares when you optimize
your pay line(s).

Earn shares when you optimise
your second pay line.

IIX Membership doubles
your shares.

IIX Membership doubles your
shares.

Share prices vary week-to-week.
Share average is currently at $230.

Share prices vary
week-to-week. Share average
is currently at $400.
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15%

AND ANOTHER PIECE
OF THE GLOBAL MARKET

Savings
Bonus
You

ARIIX will bank an additional
15% of your Base Commission
when you earn at least $250 in
a given week.

$10,000

Ten Thousand and None

ARIIX will save up to $2,000
a month for you until you’ve
reached $10,000 in savings.
ARIIX will then issue you your
$10,000 Savings Bonus check.
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Matching
Bonus

Earn a % of Base Commissions
on the people you sponsor,
as well as who they sponsor.

1st Generation: Earn 15%*
Unlocked with gold status

2nd Generation: Earn 10%*
Unlocked with gold status

3rd Generation: Earn 5%*
Dynamic Compression
If a Sponsor is inactive,
everyone moves up
a generation.

Unlocked with gold status

4th Generation: Earn 5%*
5th Generation: Earn 5%*
6th Generation: Earn 5%*
7th Generation: Earn 5%*
*Assumes IIX Membership.

THE GIFT
THAT KEEPS
ON GIVING

